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A few years ago, the best smartphones on the market can cost $500 or $600 if purchased without carrier subsidy. Wow, how times have changed. The best phones from companies like Samsung and Apple now cost about twice as much, and a new gartner report suggests consumers are getting fed up. According to
Gartner, emerging Chinese brands are growing thanks to their relatively low prices and improved designs. Samsung and Apple still rank number one and two phone manufacturers in volume, although Apple has stops reporting iPhone sales figures in anticipation of recent sales declines. Gartner estimates that Apple
moved 64.5 million in the fourth quarter of 2018, which is 12% lower than a year earlier. CEO Tim Cook told investors that iPhone revenue fell 15%, a sharp decline but within industry expectations. Samsung says revenues fell about 11% at the end of last year and also warned of continued slowing sales. As the biggest
players lose ground, the new Chinese smartphone makers are ascending. Gartner estimates huawei's market share to reach nearly 15%, an increase of 4% by 4% on last year. That puts you right behind Samsung (17%) and Apple (16%). Huawei manufactures phones at various prices, but they are usually at least a few
hundred dollars less expensive than Samsung and Apple. Huawei's growth comes at a time when it is under intense scrutiny in the US. The company's CFO and the company itself are being accused of conspiring to violate Iranian sanctions, and U.S. intelligence agencies have expressed concern that Huawei's network
equipment may be hosting Chinese spying technologies. However, the US is a small slice of Huawei's global business. The company's latest attempt to launch a flagship phone in the U.S. fell apart when AT&amp;T and Verizon dropped out of the Launch of Mate 10 at the behest of Congress.Consumers may be looking
for alternatives as smartphone prices continue to rise, and Huawei is not the only company offering more cost-effective options. Other Chinese companies like Oppo, Xiaomi and Vivo are also on the rise, offering hardware comparable to Samsung or Apple at a much lower price. Gartner says consumer sentiment about
brands is also changing. People are increasingly proud to charge a Xiaomi phone as they used to be with Apple devices. Selling $1,000 phones isn't completely destroying major OEMs, but it may not be a sustainable strategy. Samsung's decision to launch a nearly $2,000 folding phone suggests it's not ready to learn
that lesson. Read now: Free internet phone numbers are available on Google Voice and apps like TextNow and TextFree.The iNum project offers free location independent numbers with a global country code +883. (This is not the area code of blow 833.) This article explains where you can get toll-free phone numbers
on the internet. Typically, you get a phone number only when you pay for a landline when you activate a mobile phone or SIM card, or when you sign up for a VoIP service. The number comes with the service. However, you can get free phone numbers without engagement and monthly bills. Free phone numbers are
available if you know where to look, often in a package with other interesting features. Google Voice offers a free phone number through which you can have multiple phones ringing at the same time on an incoming call. This means that when you sign up for a toll-free number on Google, and people call that number, you
can have your computer, phone and tablet ringing at the same time to make sure you don't miss the call. An interesting feature you get with Google Voice are transcribed calls, which means you can read your voice message instead of listening to it. You can also port your actual phone number to the Google Voice
service. Google Voice allows you to make free local calls within the U.S. to any phone number, such as businesses, other phones, and home phones. The international call is also available, but you have to pay for it. TextNow application. There are many apps that you can use to make free phone calls on the internet.
Google Voice is an example, but there are many others that give you a real phone number that rings the app you install on your phone or tablet. FreedomPop, TextNow and Textfree are just a few examples. During setup, you receive a real phone number that others can call you and that you can use to call other phones.
All calls are managed through the app, so you can keep your real phone number, too. These apps and others also give text messaging features, voicemail options, and other phone-like features. The iNum project is interesting because the company's goal is to provide a number to the world. Through location-independent
numbers, it allows users to establish a unified presence around the world. iNum provides users with phone numbers with the global country code +883, a code that was created by the ITU. You can use a +883 number as a virtual number and be contacted through a phone and other communication device anywhere in
the world, without having to worry about area codes and associated fees. iNum numbers are available through the service providers that are listed on the iNum website. You contact one of the service providers to get a free SIP account with free call to all other iNum numbers. After reporting sales of 13.2 million
smartphones during the third quarter, HTC is now the fourth largest smartphone supplier after outsing Research In Motion, according to the smartphone research firm Mr. Canalys. A diversified product offering, an expanded distribution network, and growing global brand recognition resulted in HTC's largest quarterly
revenue of NT$135.82 billion ($4.54 billion) in the period ended September 30. That's a 79% improvement over the previous year, the company said in a statement on Monday. With 13.2 million smartphones, shipments increased 93% by 93% per year. For example, in HTC sold nine times as many phones during the
third quarter of this year compared to the same period last year. This helped turn HTC into the fourth-largest smartphone supplier, passing RIM by a margin of 1.4 million units in the process, according to Canalys. He has seen a lot of success in the Asia-Pacific region, and is doing very, very well in the American market,
said Pete Cunningham, an analyst at Canalys. The company is also closer than ever to Apple and Nokia, which sold 17.07 million and 16.8 million smartphones, respectively. It's going to be very competitive. Nokia is probably the supplier that is HTC's most vulnerable in the short term. Nokia's Symbian volumes will run
out, and its success depends on how quickly it can increase Windows Phone sales, Cunningham said. Good products combined with a lot of support from operators helped HTC increase its shipment volume, according to Cunningham. When a carrier wants a phone based on Android, HTC and Samsung, which is the
largest smartphone provider, they are the first call port, he said. To further expand the volume, HTC is opening a factory early next year, which will help increase the company's total manufacturing capacity to about 40 million phones a year. Two areas in which the company is currently investing are LTE (Long Term
Evolution) technology and basic-level smartphones. An Update Cycle of LTE devices will come in 2012 in the U.S. and some advanced markets in Asia, and HTC hopes to take advantage of this. At the same time, it intends to continue to attract smartphone buyers for the first time, he said. In the long run, we'll have a
very healthy market in terms of competition and that drives innovation, which is great for end users, Cunningham said. Send news tips and comments to mikael_ricknas@idg.com Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more
details. Photo (c) Gwengoat - Getty Images Is probably not the way most people would like to celebrate their 16th birthday, but the U.S. Department of Homeland Security's Office of Inspector General (DHS) spent its sixteenth issuing a fraud alert that departmental phone numbers were being used as part of a national
forgery scheme. It's a very weighty move, but the agency explains that the perpetrators of the scam represent themselves as employees with 'U.S. Immigration' or other government entities in a notice to consumers. Stay tuned ADHS asks the public to take note of these clues that the link they are receiving is from
scammers, not from the agency:calling IDs that list 202-282-8000 (DHS HQ Operator) or the 202-401-1474 (DHS Civil Rights and Civil Liberties) as the caller. The caller saying consumer that they are victims of identity theft. The scammers posing as police officers or immigration officers. Scammers threatening to arrest
the consumer unless they make payments to scammers using a variety of email from an email address ending in uscis.org. If the caller has a pronounced accent. DHS OIG takes this matter very seriously, the agency promised. While investigating the situation, we would like to remind the public that DHS never uses its
HQ Operator or CRCL number to make outbound calls of this nature. Individuals receiving phone calls from these numbers should not provide any personal information. If you think you have been a victim of this particular forgery, DHS asks you to call your hotline (1-800-323-8603) or make a complaint online through the
agency's website. Is there no end in sight? Spoofing and robocalls have become an epidemic - not only in the US, but around the world. States are stepping up efforts to combat the plague, and the FCC has apparently had its fill. Even the IRS is in the midst of an attempt to combat the distress of the phone scam itself
during the fiscal 2019 season. And while there is no guarantee that it is a fix, both Apple and Google are doing their best to help since the end of the user. Apple's development team designed and applied for a patent on an app to detect fake calls, and Google has also expressed interest in restricting spam and nuisance
calls. At its Made By Google event last year, the tech giant unveiled a Call Screen feature that uses Google Assistant to help detect and block spam calls. The company also recently updated its phone app with the ability to send spam calls directly to voicemail. How good is a fake detective you are? Nearly 11% of the
consumer audience that receives a phishing email actually takes the bait, according to internet security firm Cofense.In researching this story, ConsumerAffairs has come across an online phishing test that Google staff has created to help consumers gain a better understanding of how to protect themselves from phone
and email scams. We have to say that we are impressed and we think it is worth a few minutes of the time of our readers to better understand the subject. To take the test, just click here. And good luck! Luck!
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